GET GREAT RESULTS WITH LESS EFFORT

InSync Stain & Glaze System

Every technician knows most stains and glazes are less than forgiving and very often too much time is spent finishing a restoration to ensure it meets your high esthetic standards.

Make it Great with InSync

What makes it great?

ENHANCES YOUR WORK
- High luster, shiny appearance
- Fires clear and transparent; not grey or cloudy

EASY TO APPLY & USE
- Stays where you put it
- Doesn’t streak, puddle or run
- Contacts stay in place; no longer have to check bites
- Can be applied thick or thin, not gritty
- Full coverage in a single application

COST EFFECTIVE
- One firing saves time
- Universal material; reduced inventory

simply beautiful, beautifully simple
InSync Stain & Glaze Kit Contents

15 FLUORESCENT PASTE STAINS

InSync Stain & Glaze Videos

Scan the QR codes below with your smart phone or tablet to view InSync Stain & Glaze instructional videos. Don’t have a QR code scanner? Simply enter the URL to the right of the QR code into your browser.

Pre-Glaze Preparation:
Important pre-glaze preparation steps for using InSync Stain & Glaze Paste on full contour zirconia restorations.

One-Step Stain & Glaze Process:
How to stain & glaze in one firing with InSync Stain & Glaze on full contour zirconia restorations.

Two-Step Stain & Glaze Process:
How to stain & glaze in two separate firings with InSync Stain & Glaze on full contour zirconia restorations.